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Abstract

We present the implementation of a parallel Fast Multipole Method (FMM)
that allows to compute wide range forces of particles where the number of
operations grows with Nlog(N). The implementation is part of the PPM

(Parallel Particle Mesh) library that is a powerful Fortran-library for solving
particle-mesh problems on parallel computers. A key aspect of this project is
the efficient use of the existing tree implementation for fast particle-particle
interaction computation. Another key aspect is finding an efficient way to
parallelize the algorithm, using the infrastructure of the PPM library. We
parallelize the algorithm using disjoint subtree structures to minimize the
communication. The results presented reveal a good speedup behavior.



Chapter 1

Introduction

A large number of problems in physics and engineering is most naturally
described by particles, e.g. atoms in Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations,
fluid elements in Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) and Vortex Meth-
ods (VM), charged particles in plasma physics, or gravitational particles in
astrophysics. The dynamics of these systems are governed by the interactions
of the particles. Such interactions may often be formulated in terms of pair
potentials. The direct evaluation of long-range interaction potentials such as
the Coulomb potential in MD simulations, the gravitational potential in as-
trophysics, or, equivalently, the Biot-Savart law in VM, results in an N-body
problem with a computational cost that scales as O(n2), where n denotes the
number of particles. These computations get highly expensive for large n.

In the last two decades fast methods have been developed that have op-
eration counts of O(nlog(n)) (Barnes and Hut, [1]) or O(n) (Greengard and
Rohklin, [4]). Theses methods are based on the observation that the effect of
a cluster of particles at a certain distance may be approximated by a finite
series expansion. This is a very intuitive way to look at the problem, as it is
similar to the way humans interact with other individuals. Cities, Cantons,
Countries and Continents - driven by increasing cost and decreasing need
to deal with groups on an individuals basis, the further away the less direct
interaction.

In order to exploit this observation we need to decompose the element
population spatially into clusters of particles and build a hierarchy of clusters,
that is a tree data structure - smaller neighboring clusters combine to form
a cluster of the next size up in the hierarchy and so on. This hierarchy of
clusters allows one to determine efficiently when the approximation is valid.
The way of building the tree can be highly adaptive to the specific problem.
Variables as the box size, the number of particles per box and the number of
child boxes can be determined and varied for different problems. Although
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other algorithms have evolved for fast computation of N-body problems, the
FMM algorithm is still an N-body solver that appears in many fields of
engineering and science.

The general purpose parallel library PPM for which the presented imple-
mentation of the fast multipole method is designed can handle particles-only,
mesh-only as well as hybrid particle-mesh simulations of many kinds. The
main design goal of this library is to provide easy-to-use but efficient par-
allelization. The library is portable through the use of standard languages
(Fortran 90 and C) and libraries (MPI). It runs on serial (single processor)
machines as well as on distributed memory, shared memory, and vector par-
allel processors. Both two-dimensional and three-dimensional simulations
are supported through overloading. Computational efficiency is achieved by
dynamic load balancing, dynamic problem re-distribution, explicit message
passing and the use of simple data structures. The specific design goals for the
PPM library are: ease of use and flexibility, symmetric evaluation of particle-
particle interactions in parallel, state-of-the-art parallel scalability in both
CPU time and memory on large numbers of processors, independence from
specific applications or physics, platform independence, good vectorization
of all major loops, re-usability and extensibility.
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Chapter 2

The Fast Multipole Method

2.1 The Barnes-Hut Algorithm

Josh Barnes and Piet Hut [1] introduced a hierarchical O(Nlog(N)) force-
calculation algorithm, to improve the efficiency of gravitational N-body prob-
lems. The domain is divided into regular cells, each having half the size
(length, breadth and width) of its parent cell. The resulting structure is an
oct-tree in three dimensions. These cells store information about the center
of mass and the total mass of their particles. The tree is then traversed for
each target point. The decision, whether the cell is far enough to use as an
approximation, or the cell needs to be parsed further down into his children
is made using the criteria

d/D < θ (2.1)

where d is the diagonal of the cell currently being processed, D is the distance
from the cell’s center of mass to the target point and θ is a fixed accuracy
parameter ∼ 1.

2.2 The Greengard-Rohklin Formulation

Leslie Greengard and Vladimir Rohklin presented several papers about the
Fast Multipole Method [4]. Their formulation using spherical harmonics
found a wide acceptance and are therefore also used in this implementation.

2.2.1 Definition of the Potential

In order to introduce the subject of multipole expansion, we consider a unit
source at a point Q(~x′) (Fig. 2.1). This unit source induces a potential at
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Figure 2.1: Coordinate definition for multipole expansion.

point P (~x) given by:

Ψ(P ; Q) = Ψ(~x; ~x′) =
1

|~x− ~x′| (2.2)

where the spherical coordinates of ~x and ~x′ are given by (r, θ, φ) and (ρ, α, β)
respectively. The distance between the two points is denoted by R and the
angle between vectors ~x and ~x′ is denoted γ.

For µ = ρ
r
≤ 1, we use the generating formula for Legendre polynomials

Pn so that the potential is expressed as:

Ψ(P ; Q) =
∞∑

n=0

ρn

rn+1
Pn(u) (2.3)

This equation describes the far field potential at a point P , due to a charge
of unit strength centered at Q. To obtain a computationally tractable for-
mulation we proceed to express the Legendre functions in terms of spherical
harmonics :

Pn(cos γ) =
n∑

m=−n

Y −m
n (α, β) Y m

n (θ, φ) (2.4)

and the spherical harmonics in terms of the associated Legendre polynomials:

Y m
n (θ, ϕ) =

√
(n− |m|)!
(n + |m|)!P

|m|
n cos (θ) eimφ (2.5)
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The following numerically stable formulas are used for calculations:

(n−m)Pm
n (u) = (2n− 1) uPm

n−1(u)− (n + m− 1)Pn−2(u) (2.6)

and
Pm

m (u) = (−1)m(2m− 1)!(1− u2)
m
2 (2.7)

Summarizing then we see that the far field representation of the potential
induced by a collection of Nv sources centered around Q with coordinates
(ρi, αi, βi) is expressed as:

Ψ(P ; {qi}) =
∞∑

n=0

n∑
m=−n

Mm
n

rn+1
Y m

n (θ, ϕ) (2.8)

where

Mm
n =

Nv∑
i=1

qiρ
n
i Y

−m
n (αi, βi) (2.9)

2.2.2 Translation of Multipole Expansions

Once the multipole expansions due to a collection of sources have been com-
puted, one is usually interested in computing the far-field coefficients of the
same collection expanded about some other point, say S, so that the potential
would be represented as:

Ψ(S; P ) =
∞∑

n=0

n∑
m=−n

Lm
n

σn+1
Y m

n (Θ, Φ) (2.10)

where (σ, Θ, Φ) are the spherical coordinates of the distance between points
P and S.

This defines the translation problem for multipole expansion for fast mul-
tipole methods. We make use of the following definitions of harmonic outer
functions Om

n and inner functions Im
n :

Om
n (~x) = Om

n (r, θ, ϕ) =
(−1)ni|m|

Am
n

Y m
n (θ, ϕ)

rn+1
(2.11)

Im
n (~x) = Im

n (r, θ, ϕ) = i−|m|Am
n rnY m

n (θ, ϕ) (2.12)

where

Am
n =

(−1)n

√
(n−m)!(n + m)!

(2.13)
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Figure 2.2: Sketch for the translation of the multipole expansion.

More specifically for |~x| ≥ |~x′| we obtain:

Om
n (~x− ~x′) =

∞∑

n′=0

n′∑

m′=−n′
(−1)n′I−m′

n′ (~x′)Om+m′
n+n′ (~x) (2.14)

and for the inner expansion we get that:

Im
n (~x− ~x′) =

∞∑

n′=0

n′∑

m′=−n′
(−1)n′I−m′

n′ (~x′)Im−m′
n−n′ (~x) (2.15)

so now we may express the equation for the potential induced at point ~x
from a unit source at point ~x′ as:

1

|~x− ~x′| = Oo
o(~x− ~x′) (2.16)

In order to further exhibit the formulation of theses translation operators
we consider the configuration shown in Fig. 2.2 We wish to determine the
potential induced by a collection of sources within a sphere centered at ~x0

and having radius R0 (denoted as s( ~x0, R0)) to a collection of points/sources
within a sphere s( ~x3, R3). This is achieved in the following steps:

(i) We compute a set of multipole expansion coefficients Cm
n for the far-field

representation of a set of sources distributed within s( ~x0, R0). Then the
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far-field representation of the field induced by this cluster of particles
at a location ~x is given by:

Ψ(~x) =
∞∑

n=0

n∑
m=−n

Cm
n O−m

m (~x− ~x0) (2.17)

where

Cm
n =

Nv∑
i=1

qiρ
n
i Y m

n (αi, βi)(−1)−ni−|m|Am
n (2.18)

(ii) We translate the Outer expansion about ~x0 to an Outer expansion
about ~x1 (child to parent ):

ψ(~x) =
∞∑

l=0

l∑

j=−l

Dj
l O

−j
l (~x− ~x1) (2.19)

where

Dj
l =

l∑
n=0

min(j+l−n,n)∑

m=max(j+n−l,−n)

Cm
n I

(j−m)
(l−n) ( ~x1 − ~x0) (2.20)

(iii) Once the coefficients of the multipole expansions have been computed
in the sphere s( ~x3, R3) we perform a local expansion using Eq.(2.10) to
compute the potential at the individual points.

2.3 Wang’s Variable Order Revised Binary

Treecode

Wang [5] proposes to use a fixed expansion order pmax to calculate the mul-
tipole expansion coefficients for all source boxes, since, this step costs only a
small part of the total CPU time. Whereas a variable expansion order should
be used to calculate the target values, the bottleneck of the tree code. The
expansion order is given in terms of separation distance D between a field
leaf and a source box and diagonal length d of the source box.

D

d
≥ θ(p) (2.21)

where θ(p) depends on the accuracy required and expansion order p. However
it can be approximated using

θ(p) = 0.75+0.2∗(pmax−p)+0.05∗(pmax−p)2 for p = 4, ..., pmax (2.22)

We use a fixed expansion order in this implementation. Further on Wang
proposes to use an adaptive binary tree rather than an oct-tree.
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Chapter 3

The PPM library

3.1 Basic and Fundamental Assumptions

The main assumption underlying the PPM library is that the dynamics of
the physical system are discretisized entirely by particles or that particles
are used to describe sub-grid scales in a hybrid Particle-Mesh (PM) scheme.
Thus, structured uniform Cartesian meshes are assumed to be sufficient. As
a result, the physical and computational domain are rectangular or cuboidal
in two and three dimensions, respectively, with simple boundary conditions
at the outer faces. Complex geometries are handled by immersed interfaces,
through the use of source terms in the corresponding field equations, or
through boundary element techniques. The simultaneous presence of parti-
cles and meshes requires several different concurrent domain decompositions.
All of them are assumed to decompose the computational domain into rectan-
gular or cuboidal sub-domains with a sufficient granularity to secure adequate
load balance while limiting the number of sub-domains to a minimum. The
concurrent presence of different decompositions allows to perform each step
of the computational algorithm in its optimal environment with respect to
load balance and the computation-to-communication ratio. For the actual
computations, the individual sub-domains are treated as independent prob-
lems and extended with ghost mesh layers and ghost particles to allow for
communication between them.

To achieve maximum efficiency, the PPM library splits all the major rou-
tines into an initialization step, processing, and finalization. This ensures
reusability of a possibly expensive initialization, and facilitates memory man-
agement. On the whole-library level, the routines ppm_init and ppm_finalize

provide this functionality. ppm_init sets the problem dimensionality (two
or three), the floating point precision for the internal communication buffers
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(single precision or double precision), the numerical tolerance for floating
point comparisons (differences smaller than this tolerance will be considered
zero), the level of detail in output and log messages, and the output devices
for error and log messages. ppm_finalize deallocates all internal buffers and
closes all I/O devices.

The PPM library only allocates memory for its internal lists and communi-
cation buffers. All other memory, such as simulation data (particles, fields)
and index lists (cell lists, Verlet lists, etc.), is held by the client application.
This ensures user-control over the data and allows multiple different sets of
particles, connections, and fields to be used concurrently. The number of
topologies, sub-domains, particle sets, fields, and meshes is only limited by
the available memory capacity. Memory allocation is provided by PPM library
subroutines.

3.2 Topologies

The decomposition of space into sub-domains, the assignment of these sub-
domains onto processors, and corresponding boundary conditions define a
topology. Multiple topologies may co-exist at the same time and routines are
provided to map particle and field data between them (section 2.4). Fields are
defined on meshes, which in turn are defined on topologies. As the domain
decomposition may take several seconds to complete, a given topology is
assumed to persist through longer periods of the simulation, although it
does not need to be in usage all times.

3.2.1 Domain Decomposition

In order to account for a large spectrum of possible applications, PPM pro-
vides a number of different adaptive domain decomposition techniques. Most
of them are available for particles, meshes, and volumes, the latter defining
geometric sub-domains with neither meshes nor particles present. These de-
compositions currently include various possibilities and a user-defined decom-
position, which is used in the FMM module. The user-defined decomposition
allows the client program to explicitly specify the sub-domains. After check-
ing the validity of such a decomposition, the PPM library directly proceeds
with assignment of the sub-domains to the processors.
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3.2.2 Assignment of Sub-Domains to Processors

Load balancing in the PPM library comprises two main components: domain
decomposition and assignment of sub-domains onto processors. While the
former has to ensure sufficient granularity and partitioning of the computa-
tional cost, the latter has to ensure even distribution of computational load
among processors, accounting for possible differences in processor speeds.
The computational cost for each sub-domain (e.g. given by the number of
particles, number of mesh points, or the true computational cost) is known
from the domain decomposition step. The individual processor speeds are
measured using PPM routines.

Using the computational costs of the sub-domains and the relative proces-
sor speeds, PPM provides several methods of assigning the sub-domains to
the processors. The PPM-internal method assigns contiguous blocks of sub-
domains to processors until the accumulated cost of a processor is greater or
equal to the theoretical average cost under uniform load distribution. The
average is weighted with the relative processor speeds. In addition, four dif-
ferent Metis-based and a user-defined assignment are available. In conjunc-
tion with a user-defined domain decomposition, the user-defined assignment
scheme allows the client program to enforce a specific processor affiliation for
each sub-domain.

3.3 Mapping

PPM topologies implicitly define a data-to-processor assignment. Mapping
routines provide the functionality of sending particles and field blocks to the
proper processor, i.e. the one that ”owns” the corresponding sub-domain(s)
of the computational space. Three different mapping types are provided for
both particles and field data: (1) a global mapping which involves an all-to-all
communication, (2) a local mapping for neighborhood communication, and
(3) ghost mappings to update the ghost layers. In addition, a special ring shift
mapping is provided for particle data on the ring topology, and a connection
mapping is provided for taking into account links between particles (e.g.
chemical bonds, triangular surface elements, unstructured mesh elements).

All mapping types are organized as stacks. A mapping operation con-
sists of 4 steps: (1) defining the mapping, (2) pushing data onto the send
stack, (3) performing the actual send and receive operations using MPI, and
(4) popping the data from the receive stack. This architecture allows data
stored in different arrays to be sent together to minimize network latency, and
mapping definitions to be re-used by repeatedly calling the push/send/pop
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sequence for the same persistent mapping definition. The individual map-
ping types only differ in their definition step, while push, send, and pop are
identical.

All mapping subroutines of PPM are available in separate optimized ver-
sions for scalar and vector data. Supported data types for particles and fields
are: single and double precision floating point, single and double precision
complex numbers, integer numbers, and logical values. Different data types
can be mixed within the same stack, in which case they are converted to the
stack data type as defined by the ppm_init routine (section 3.1).

3.3.1 Global Mapping

The global mapping in the PPM library involves communication of all proces-
sors with all others. Individual communication steps are synchronous and
scheduled such that no conflicts occur. Thus, all processors i , i = 1, ...,Nproc,
send to i + r(mod Nproc) while they receive from i− r(mod Nproc) . This
is repeated for all r = 1, ...,Nproc-1 processors.

This mapping type is used to perform the initial data-to-processor assign-
ment or to switch from the current topology to another one. The definition
of a global mapping involves the creation of an index list of particles or mesh
blocks that fall outside the local processor and a list of their new processor
affiliation.

As an example, the global mapping of Np particles with the locations
xp (ndims x Np floating point array) and vector properties wp (nprop x Np

floating point array) consists of the following sequence of calls to the PPM

map part routine:

CALL ppm_map_part(xp,ndims,Np,Mp,tid,ppm_param_map_global,info)

CALL ppm_map_part(wp,nprop,Np,Mp,tid,ppm_param_map_push ,info)

CALL ppm_map_part(wp,nprop,Np,Mp,tid,ppm_param_map_send ,info)

CALL ppm_map_part(wp,nprop,Np,Mp,tid,ppm_param_map_pop ,info)

CALL ppm_map_part(xp,ndims,Np,Mp,tid,ppm_param_map_pop ,info)

Np is the number of non-ghost particles on the local processor before the
mapping, Mp is the new number of particles after the mapping, and tid is the
unique identification number of the target topology for the mapping. This
target topology needs to be defined earlier using the PPM topology creation
routine. The error status of each step is returned in info. This status argu-
ment is present in all PPM routines. For the scalar version of the mapping
routines, the second argument is absent and the first one is a rank one ar-
ray. For reasons of efficiency, the first call to ppm_map_part not only defines
the mapping (i.e. creates all the lists), but also directly pushes the particle
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locations onto the send stack. The pop action thus needs to be issued once
more than the push action.

3.3.2 Ghost Mapping

Sub-domains are extended by a layer of ghost mesh points, ghost particles, or
both. These ghosts are copies of true mesh points or particles that either re-
side on a neighboring processor or account for periodic boundary conditions.
Ghost particles or mesh points are needed for all local operations such as finite
support particle-particle interactions, finite difference stencils, or particle-
mesh interpolations. PPM provides mapping routines (ppm_map_part_ghost
and ppm_map_field_ghost) for handling such ghost layers. Receiving ghosts
and obtaining the copied values is done using the ppm_param_map_ghost_get
parameter. For particles, ghosts can have both a position and values.

3.4 The PPM Tree

A general tree routine is furthermore provided for both internal and client
use. It supports binary trees, quad-trees, and oct-trees (in three dimensions
only). By default, the tree routine determines and returns all tree structures:
child box pointers, parent box pointer, index lists of particles in all boxes,
tree level of each box, etc. For use in domain decomposition, a simplified
version is available that only returns the created boxes.

The trees can be non-adaptive or adaptive. Adaptivity and subdivision
behavior are guided by two different cost functions. The first cost func-
tion guides adaptivity of the tree by determining which boxes are chosen
for further subdivision. The second cost function defines the position of the
subdivision plane such that the two parts have equal costs. Both cost func-
tions are linear combinations of the three cost contributions from particles
(user-specified or unity per particle), mesh points (unity per mesh point),
and geometry (volume of the box). The six weights are specified by the user
and individual cost components may be present or absent. In order to decide
in which direction to subdivide a box, the tensor of inertia of the particle
cost distribution in the box is computed using the user-provided particle
costs. This is done in parallel and only one reduction per box is needed to
obtain the global tensor. The eigenvectors of this tensor are computed and
projected onto the coordinate axes. The costs associated with the number
of mesh points and the length of the box in each axis direction are added.
The weighting of the three components is given by the second cost function
and the presence/absence of particles and meshes. Subdivision is then done
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perpendicular to the axis of largest attributed cost to minimize the ”cut
surface”. The actual position of each cut is determined as the correspond-
ing component of the center of mass of the distribution of the second cost
function within the box. This ensures equal cost partitioning.

As an additional constraint, the user can specifically disallow subdivisions
in certain coordinate directions. This creates a large set of different possible
trees. Multiple concurrent termination criteria can be prescribed by the user.
They are based on the number of tree levels, the minimum size of the leaf
boxes, the minimum number of leaf boxes, the maximum allowed cost of any
leaf box, or the maximum allowed cost variance between all leaf boxes.
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Chapter 4

Implementation

4.1 The Fast Multipole Method Module

The ppm_fmm module consist of seven subroutines, the user can call four
of them on the client side. The basic structure of a ppm_fmm_init and a
ppm_fmm_finalize method was given by the guidelines of the PPM-library.
The former is an initialization routine, which takes care of allocating memory,
and the latter one is a finalizing routine, which deallocates all memory. The
additional subroutines are used for the function of the module. All of them
will be described in the following subsections.

4.1.1 Initialization Routine

The initialization routine allocates the necessary memory for all important
data of the ppm_fmm module, which are declared in the ppm_module_data_fmm
file. This is over all the tree structure, meaning the return arguments of the
ppm_tree. As a next step, this subroutine calls the ppm_tree subroutine,
which creates the tree structure. This is done by using the following argu-
ments for the tree construction:

• treetype = ppm_param_tree_oct

setting the type of the tree to an adaptive oct-tree in three dimensions

• minboxes = ppm_nproc

setting the number of minimum boxes to be created to the number of
participating processors

• pruneboxes = .FALSE.

setting that also empty boxes should be returned, because we need a
complete domain decomposition without holes
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• minboxsize = (0.001_MK,0.001_MK,0.001_MK)

setting the minimum size of a box

• maxvariance = -1.0_MK

setting the variance to be ignored

• fixed = (.FALSE.,.FALSE.,.FALSE.)

setting no cutting dimension restrictions

• weights(:,1) = (1.0_MK,0.0_MK,0.0_MK)

setting the weights for cutting boxes according to geometry approxi-
mately in the middle

• weights(:,2) = (0.0_MK,0.0_MK,1.0_MK)

setting the weights for cutting boxes with respect only to the particles

• maxlevels = 20

setting the maximum level of boxes, which here is set to the maximum
possible without having a variable overflow

The other arguments of the tree are given by the client, such as the maxi-
mum and minimum extent of the domain, the positions and the weights, the
maximum number of particles per box, etc.

The return arguments of the tree provide information about the geometry
of the boxes and also about the location of the particles in the tree. A pointer
list containing indices to the original particles makes it possible to find out
which particles belong to which box, especially to which leaf. These lists are
called lhbx and lpdx, where lhbx is a 2-dimensional array containing the
first and the last index of particles in a box pointing to lpdx, which is the
permutation of the particles according to the tree structure. After calling the
tree the information used for the computation of the multipole expansions,
such as the radii and centers of mass of the boxes, can be computed and
stored in the ppm_module_data_fmm.

In the initialization routine the topologies are built which are needed for
the efficient parallelization of the FMM module. Details for this can be found
in section 5.2.

In the parallel case, particles will be mapped to the topology including
all leafs. After this mapping, the tree has to be called again, because the
lists containing the information about where the particles are, are not correct
anymore. After recalling the tree, the lhbx and lpdx will be correct for the
rest of the computation.
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Figure 4.1: A sphere of diameter d containing field points with center of mass
c and a target point p at distance D.

4.1.2 Computing the Expansion Coefficients

The subroutine ppm_fmm_expansion computes the expansion coefficients of
all leaf boxes of the tree. As the tree provides lists containing pointers to the
particles of a box, this is a straightforward computation of Equations (2.5),
(2.6) and (2.7), and finally (2.9) for the multipole expansion coefficient. After
finishing the leaf boxes, the subroutine ppm_fmm_traverse traversing the tree
upwards for shifting the expansion coefficients is being called, starting with
the root of the tree.

Generally before computing the formulas given in section 2.2 we need to
transform our cartesian coordinates to spherical coordinates. This is done
by using a utility function of the PPM-library, called ppm_util_cart2sph.

4.1.3 Traversing the Tree and Shifting Expansions

After the multipole expansion coefficients are computed for the leaf boxes,
the shifted expansion coefficients of higher levels can be evaluated in the
routine ppm_fmm_traverse, using Eq.(2.11), Eq.(2.12) and Eq.(2.20) as the
multipole expansion coefficient. Similar computations as in the expansion
routine for the leafs are used. All the expansions are stored in the module
data file of the FMM subroutines.

The traversal of the tree is done recursively. We start on the root level
and on each level we check, if the box has further children. If so, we call
the ppm_fmm_traverse routine for all children, if not, we are ready to com-
pute the expansion coefficient, because we know that all children already
computed their expansion coefficients. The recursive traversal is not very
memory efficient, but a simple way to traverse trees.

For the parallelization nothing special has to be done in this routine, be-
cause we compute only the expansion coefficients of the sub-domains, mean-
ing also boxes, that are on our processor.
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4.1.4 Computing the Potential

After having computed all the necessary expansion coefficients, we can eval-
uate the potential. For each particle the tree is traversed from the root down
to the leafs, checking on each level, if the box is far enough, or if the tra-
versal needs to be continued, according to criteria visualized in Fig. 4.1: If
D/d > θ the expansion is taken, where θ is the acceptance factor the user can
specify. Note that this definition is slightly different to the one proposed in
[5], because here the distance between target point and the center of mass is
taken, rather than the distance to the outer rim of the sphere. The traversal
in this routine, unlike the ppm_fmm_traverse routine, is done using a stack,
to omit the memory overhead of the recursion and because we don’t need to
traverse the whole tree, but only as far as the criteria is not fulfilled. The
stack works as follows:

for all target points do
stack[1] = root box {initialize the stack}
increase stackpointer
while stackpointer greater than 1 do

if current box is far enough away then
decrease stackpointer {pop box off stack}
compute potential using multipole expansion coefficient

else if current box is not a leaf box then
push all children onto the stack {this increases the stack}

else {current box is a leaf and not far enough}
decrease stackpointer {pop box off stack}
compute the direct interaction with the particles

end if
end while

end for

Before the computing of the potential is done, we need to communicate
necessary particles and expansions, because they may be on another proces-
sor, as further is described in section 5.3.
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4.2 A Sample Client

A sample client can be found in ppm_fmm. The client basically needs to call
the steps of the FMM. A sample could look like this:

!-------------------------------------------------------

! Calling the FMM module

!-------------------------------------------------------

order = 5

maxboxcost = 50.0

theta = 1.5

CALL ppm_fmm_init(xp,wp,Npart,Ngrid,min_phys,max_phys, &

& maxboxcost,nbox,info)

CALL ppm_fmm_expansion(xp,wp,Npart,order,info)

CALL ppm_fmm_potential(xp,wp,Npart,tp,Ntp,order,theta, &

& potential,info)

CALL ppm_fmm_finalize(info)

where

• order defines the expansion order

• maxboxcost defines the maximum number of particles per box

• theta is the acceptance factor, determing when box and when direct
interaction should be computed

• xp are the coordinates of the field particles

• wp are the strengths

• Npart is the number of field particles

• Ngrid specifies the optional available grid

• min_phys and max_phys are the boundaries of the physical domain

• nbox is a return argument, the number of boxes created by the tree

• tp are the coordinates of the target points

• Ntp is the number of target points

• potential is the computed potential of all target points
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Chapter 5

Parallelization

5.1 Basic Idea

The tree structure is known globally by all processors, so at all times the
information about which box, including the particles, is on which processor
is available. The particles are mapped to the lowest level of the tree, the leaf
boxes, using the presented mapping routines provided by the PPM library
(see section 3.3.1). Each processor computes the expansion coefficients of
his leaf boxes and shifts those up the tree, which is a purely local action,
because we have disjoint subtrees on every processor. Then a pretraversal
is done for all target points, determining the necessary field points and ex-
pansion coefficients that have to be received from other processors to be able
to compute the potential. The pretraversal is implemented easily, because,
as mentioned, the tree structure is global. After the pretraversal, the parti-
cles and expansions are exchanged using MPI and after the exchange every
processor should have the necessary data to compute the potential of its
assigned target points.

5.2 Multiple Topologies

An improvement to load balancing was done using the idea of multiple topolo-
gies, as described in section 3.2. The first topology is stored on the level where
the number of boxes is the same as the number of processors. After this one,
there is a topology for every level down to the leaf boxes. To get disjoint sub-
trees sub2proc is imposed using the parameter assig_user_defined. This
leads to having the child boxes on the same processor as the parent box. To
register the topologies, leaf boxes need to be transformed into subdomains.
For this the subroutine ppm_topo_box2subs is used, where leaf boxes which
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are not on the given tree level are ”duplicated”, i.e. used as subs (but only
kept once in the tree), to avoid holes in space.

5.3 Expansion and Particle Exchange

First the subroutine ppm_fmm_expchange is called, which does the actual
communication of all the expansions. Further on, it also exchanges the radii
and centers of mass of the boxes needed, because we need them for the
computation of the potentials.

Before we can call the pretraversal routine, we need to map the target
points to the same layer as the field points, that means, the leaf boxes. Like
this we can minimize the number of ghost particles to be sent. Then the
subroutine ppm_fmm_pretraverse is called, which returns two arrays. The
first one called coeff_subtop having two dimensions, the first dimension
containing the sub-ID of the required expansion coefficient and the second
dimension containing the corresponding topology-ID, that indicates on which
level this subdomain is. This array is not yet used in the implementation,
as so far just all the expansion coefficients are being exchanged to make
the subroutine easier. The second output is a one dimensional array called
part_subtop which contains just the sub-IDs of the particles needed. As all
particles are mapped to the lowest topology, there is no need to also save the
topology-ID, because this is known. This array then is used to communicate
only the particles actually needed to compute the potential.

The array is passed to the routine ppm_map_part_get_sub which is a
ghost mapping routine (see also section 3.3.2). After calling this routine, the
normal ppm_map_part_ghost routines using push/send/pop can be used to
exchange the particles. After having received the new ghost particles, they
need to be inserted into the tree structure to be able to compute the potential.
This is straightforward as the information which particle is located in which
box is stored in the variable boxpart and this can be used to reinsert the
particles into the lists of the tree. Attention has to be payed as from now on
the lists (lhbx and lpdx) are no longer valid on all levels, only on the lowest
level.
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Chapter 6

Results

For testing the code, the following setup was chosen:
The field particles were randomly distributed in a box with minimum extent
at (0,0,0) and maximum at (1000,1000,1000). The weights were chosen ran-
domly out of (-1,1,2). The target points were all set evenly spaced along the
y-axis, so that the distance from target point to the center of mass of the box
(D) over the diameter of the box (d) was between 1 and 6 (see also Fig. 4.1).
The acceptance factor θ was set very low, to 0.2, so we force the evaluation
to always take the expansion of the root box. Then the comparison between
the FMM code and the direct computation revealed the expected error be-
havior. In Fig. 6.1 we see the measured absolute error (solid lines) and the
theoretical absolute error (dashed), using the equation:

∣∣∣∣∣Φ(X)−
p∑

n=0

n∑
m=−n

Mm
n

rn+1
Y m

n (θ, φ)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
(∑N

i=1 |qi|
r − a

)(a

r

)p+1

(6.1)

where a is the radius of the sphere containing all particles and r is the distance
from the evaluation point to the sphere and r < a.

The theoretical error lies above the actual measured error, because the
formula gives only an upper bound for the error behavior. Also the relative
error (Fig. 6.2) shows the nice behavior, that with increasing the expansion
order we decrease the error. This results from the fact, that with higher
expansions orders we include more terms of the approximation in the com-
putation, which leads to a smaller error. The typical form of the error curve
is due to the fact that the error decreases proportionally with the expansion
order and the distance, which can be seen in Eq.(6.1). All the error mea-
surement were done in double precision and we can see that the machine
precision is reached around 10−16 in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2, where the curve of the
expansion order 10 gets a little bumpy at the bottom.
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Figure 6.1: Absolute vs Theoretical Error of FMM
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Figure 6.3: Timing Result: Direct vs. FMM

6.1 Comparing the Serial FMM to the Direct

Computation

The setup for the timings using an Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU 3.06GHz was
the following:
Field and target points were randomly distributed in a box with minimum
extent at (0,0,0) and maximum extent at (1000,1000,1000), the weights of
the field points were randomly chosen out of (-1,1,2) The acceptance factor
was set to 1.5, the expansion order and the maximum number of particles
per box were varied. We compared the FMM module to the simple O(n2)
algorithm, both using the same input files.

The timing results revealed some interesting characteristics about the
parameters. The maximum number of particles per box has an important
role, as can be seen in the Figs. 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6. We can see, that
setting the maximum number of particles to a higher number leads to a
faster computation, where as the error does not suffer from it. In tables
6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 we see the the comparison of the timings for the different
expansion orders and the different maxboxcost in numbers. As we can see in
Tab. 6.1 for expansion order set to 1, the computation takes twice as long for
maxboxcost set to 10 than set to 100. In Tab. 6.3 we see that for expansion
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Figure 6.6: Timing Result: Direct vs. FMM

order equal to 9, setting expansion order to 50 yields a better timing result
than setting it to 100. We conclude that finding the optimal parameters
depends on the problem case and the desired error dimension. All these
parameters can be set by the user.

Comparing the timing result of 100’00 particles, using expansion order
5 and maximum number of particles per box set to 100, to Wang [5] using
expansion order 6, we see that the presented code needs about 200 sec. where
as Wang needs 160 sec. We don’t know the acceptance factor he used, but
from the maximum relative error of about 10−4 that he presents, we can
assume that it was a lot lower explaining the speed difference. Our code
reveals a maximum relative error of 10−8 using the acceptance factor 1.5.

Further on we see that the crossover between direct computation and fast
multipole method is between 5’000 and 50’000 particles, depending mainly
on the expansion order but also on the chosen maximum number of particles
per box.

The expansion order is the decisive parameter for the error of the evalua-
tion. Table 6.4 shows the measured errors. We can see that using expansion
order 1, which means only using the expansion up to the dipole, already
delivers a quite good error behavior with low computational cost.
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Table 6.1: Timing Results for order = 1

nr. part. direct mbc.=10.0 mbc.=20.0 mbc.=50.0 mbc.=100.0

500 0.0363 0.0959 0.0725 0.0628 0.0102
1000 0.1461 0.2870 0.1835 0.1576 0.1565
5000 3.6795 2.3043 1.8372 1.8363 0.8815

10000 14.7486 5.6547 5.0711 3.6776 3.7058
50000 372.2385 66.1223 29.9667 29.4743 21.8397

100000 1487.3507 128.6359 93.4136 56.9294 56.5507

Table 6.2: Timing Results for order = 5

nr. part. direct mbc.=10.0 mbc.=20.0 mbc.=50.0 mbc.=100.0

500 0.0363 0.3408 0.2633 0.2263 0.0148
1000 0.1461 1.0487 0.6539 0.5755 0.5699
5000 3.6795 8.2923 6.7953 6.7873 3.1028

10000 14.7486 20.3433 18.5954 13.7829 13.7475
50000 372.2385 161.9015 108.8660 107.2137 79.0281

100000 1487.3507 338.1905 283.5462 209.2571 209.2372

Table 6.3: Timing Results for order = 9

nr. part. direct mbc.=10.0 mbc.=20.0 mbc.=50.0 mbc.=100.0

500 0.0363 0.8731 0.6571 0.5550 0.0254
1000 0.1461 2.6203 1.6622 1.4432 1.4388
5000 3.6795 21.7537 17.7400 17.6653 7.8265

10000 14.7486 53.2758 48.8090 35.3781 35.7303
50000 372.2385 384.1428 285.5319 283.9633 205.9797

100000 1487.3507 821.1765 731.7083 554.2211 567.2115

Table 6.4: Measured errors for different expansion orders

expansion order relative error absolute error

1 10−6 10−5

5 10−8 10−7

9 10−10 10−9
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Table 6.5: Timing of parallel FMM

nr. of processors sec. per processor

1 452.19
2 244.46
4 120.81
8 61.64

16 36.82

6.2 Comparing the Parallel FMM to the Se-

rial FMM

The setup for the parallel timings was the following:
Field and target points were randomly distributed in a box with minimum
extent at (0,0,0) and maximum extent at (1000,1000,1000), the weights of
the field points were randomly chosen out of (-1,1,2) The acceptance factor
was set to 1.5, the expansion order was set to 5 and the maximum number
of particles per box was set to 50.

First timings showed that the pretraversal routine was inefficiently and
was speed up by several orders of magnitude after a few optimization steps,
but it remains a bottle neck. The communication of the expansions as well
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as the mapping and the reinsertion of the ghost particles require a reasonable
amount of time, leading to a good speedup behavior as shown in Fig. 6.7.
The initialization routine scales not well compared to the serial case, because
we need to recall the tree after the mapping in order to know the correct tree
structure (see section 4.1.1).

Further on we discovered that the load balancing was very good and
therefore caused a good scaling. Especially the routines for computing the
expansions of the leafs and shifting the expansion of the leaf to the parents
scaled very well because of the chosen parallelization, working with disjoint
subtrees. Mapping not only the field points to the tree structure but also
the target points lead to a very low communication overhead because only
few other particles had to be mapped from other processors for the direct
computation of the potential. There was one exception for the case of four
processors, where load balancing was very bad, meaning that two processors
received the expected number of tree boxes after the making the topologies,
but two of them were out of balance and therefore also received different
numbers of particles. The numbers in the Fig. 6.7 and Tab. 6.5 represent
the well balanced case.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

We presented a fast multipole method using the the tree structure given from
the introduced PPM library. Using the Greengard and Rohklin formulation
we provided formulas for efficiently computing expansion coefficients using
associated Legendre polynomials and spherical harmonics.

We showed that the resulting serial FMM code revealed the expected
error behavior and also the expected computation times compared to using
the direct evaluation method. We presented a parallelization of the code
using the infrastructure of the PPM library and under the basic assumptions
of having disjoint subtrees on the processors to avoid communication during
the computation of the expansion coefficients. Further necessary particles
for the correct computation of the potential are mapped using the presented
ghost mapping routines.

The results of the parallel version presented a good speedup behavior
and disclosed interesting facts about the involved variables. The expansion
order is the most important variable, influencing not only the error of the
result but also the time for the computation substantially. The maximum
number of particles per box does not affect the error, but the computaional
speed, where we could see significant differences in the timing results. The
acceptance factor θ is the variable that controls the error if we get close to
a box. It determines at what distance the direct evaluation should be used
and not the expansion order, which is decisive to the measured errors.
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Chapter 8

Future Work

Improvements to the code can be made at various places. The parallelization
is not optimal, as with the idea of having multiple topologies we have a lot
of duplication of subdomains and boxes and we frequently need to get from
one to the other. Our solution uses a lot of auxiliary arrays, but there could
be even more to help saving time.

To communicate all expansions to all other processors, before computing
the potential of the local assigned data points, could be avoided by only send-
ing and storing expansion coefficients really needed for the computation of the
potential later. The prestep is already done, as the ppm_fmm_pretraverse

routine already returns an array specifying which coefficients from which sub-
domain we need. Only this has then to be communicated to other processors
and then the data exchange has to take place. The pretraversal routine
seems to take too much time, this can be further optimized. The other way
would be to omit the pretraversal for the expansions totally and stay with
the exchange of all expansion, because this seems to be very fast anyway, it
is merely a waste of memory.

Another waste of bandwidth appears with the ghost mapping, where we
need to send not only the position of the particle, but also to which box it
belongs. We need to re-insert the particles after we received them as ghost,
because we need to know, to which box they belong. Better solutions are to
be found here.

Timings showed that in the special case of 4 processors the load balancing
gets very bad, though in all the other cases it is very good. This should be
subject of further investigation to find out, how this load balancing could be
improved, also in this case.

As mentioned in section 2.3, a variable expansion order could be used for
the evaluation of the potential. The criteria used in [5] has to be adapted to
our case and could be used to find the order of the expansion necessary for
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the required error.
There are reasonable extension that could be made to the code. One

would be to be able to run problems in only two dimensions, the current
version only support the three dimensional case. Another essential add-on
would be to allow vector weights.

There could be improvements for the usability on client side. Maybe more
flexibility is needed, then more user-defined arguments to the initialization
routine, propagating them to the tree, could be defined. Maybe also the user
wants to specify, what kind of criteria she wants to use for the approximation,
so the limitation has not to be only to the original Barnes-Hut criteria (2.1).
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